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ABSTRACT. Current knowledge of the chemical nature of WR stars determined from UV, 
optical and IR spectral analyses, is reviewed. By number, the H/He ratio is low in most 
WN stars: 10 > H/He > 0.4 for WNL stars; 3.0 > H/He > 0.0 for WNE stars with most 
having near zero Η-abundances. The C/N ratio in WN stars lies in the range 1-6 X l 0 ~ 2 , 

whilst N/He ~ 1 0 ~ 4 - 4 x l 0 ~ 3 . These abundances for WN stars are broadly consistent 
with equilibrium CJTO-burning products. In WC stars H/He=0 whilst C/He ~ 0.1 - 0.7 
with some evidence for increasing values from WC7 —• WC4. Ν is highly deficient in 
WC stars, with C/N> 60, and for HD 165763 O/C < 0.2 is deduced. In 7 Velorum 
(WC8+09) , IR spectra give a value of Ne/He = l . O x l O - 3 (about twice solar). Thus WC 
abundances are broadly consistent with He-burning products, although the Ne abundance 
appears lower than predicted. WO stars show C/He ~ 0.2 - 0.7, and O/He ~ 0.03 - 0.1, 
revealing both He-burning and α-capture products. Ring nebulae around several WN 
stars shown enhanced He and N, consistent with mass loss enrichment expectations from 
their chemically evolved central stars. Enhanced He (and probably N) is also seen in the 
atmospheres of several LBVs, OBN and Of stars - potential precursors of, at least, some 
WN subtypes. 

1 . INTRODUCTION 

There is now overwhelming evidence that the Pop I WR stars represent the evolved 
descendents of massive O-type stars, in which extensive mass loss, and/or mass exchange in 
binary systems, has 'peeled down' the stellar atmospheres to reveal successive products of 
interior nuclear burning to direct observation ( CJVO-products in WN stars and He-burning 
products in WC and WO stars). Herein I will outline results of chemical abundance 
determinations that have contributed towards this scenario. Previous reviews of this field 
have been given by Willis (1982a), and Hillier (1990a,b). Progress in overall WR research 
is reported by Abbott & Conti (1987) and in the proceedings of IAU Symposia Nos. 99, 
116 and 143 (de Loore & Willis 1982, de Loore, Willis k Laskarides 1986, van der Hucht 
& Hidayat 1990). Additionally I will summarise recent results of observationally inferred 
abundances in Luminous Blue Variable stars (LBVs) (see proceedings of IAU Colloquium 
No. 113: Davidson, Moffat & Lamers 1989) and of OBN stars (see Walborn 1988), since 
these may have some direct/indirect evolutionary connection with the WR class. 
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2. W R spectral surveys and atlases 

The Pop I WR stars have historically been divided into two sequences: WN stars, 
whose optical spectra exhibit strong emission lines predominantly in He and Ν ions, and 
WC stars which show emission lines mainly in He, C and 0 . Individual stars in each 
sequence are ascribed a subtype classification (WN9,....WN3,WN2: WC9,...WC5,WC4) 
based mainly on ionic line strength ratios (presumed to reflect different ionisation condi-
tions in their winds - see van der Hucht et al 1981, Abbott L· Conti 1987). Recently a 
further, WO, sequence has been identified (Barlow & Hummer 1982) where the spectra 
show very strong Ο VI lines in addition to He and C. The past 10-15 years has seen an up-
surge in the volume and quality of WR spectroscopy, at UV, optical and IR wavelengths, 
coupled with advances in the development of meaningful model atmosphere techniques, 
leading to the first reliable quantitative chemical abundance determinations. 

Smith L· Kuhi (1981) present an atlas of rectified coude spectral tracings of 13 galac-
tic WN stars covering λλ3150-7000Α at ~ 0.5Â resolution, including measurements of the 
optical continuum flux distributions, line equivalent widths and relative fluxes. The subse-
quent use of electronic, linear detectors has led to compilations of spectrophotometric line 
measurements of larger samples of WR stars in the Galaxy and Magellanic Clouds. Conti, 
Leep & Perry (1983) present line strengths for the He II Pickering lines and the leading 
NUI, IV, V lines in 72 Galactic WN stars and 33 WN stars in the LMC. Torres, Conti & 
Massey (1986) provide equivalent widths of OV λ 5590, C III λ5696 and C IV λ5806 in 65 
galactic WC stars and 18 WC stars in the LMC. Conti & Massey (1989) provide further 
spectrophotometry of the leading He I, He II, Ν and C and Ο lines in nearly all galactic 
and LMC WR stars; Conti, Massey & Garmany (1990) corresponding measurements of 
the WR stars in the SMC. Further equivalent width measurements of the He spectra of 
many galactic WN and WC stars are given by Schmutz, Hamann & Wessolowski (1989). 

Conti, Massey & Vreux (1990) present spectroscopy and line strength measurements 
of the leading emission features in the near-IR spectra of 47 WN stars and 36 WC stars in 
the Galaxy. Vreux et al (1989) present further near-IR spectroscopy covering the region 
λλ6150-1035θΑ of 5 WN LMC stars, 4 SMC WR stars and 3 galactic WN stars. Smith & 
Hummer (1988) present spectral tracings and line equivalent widths and fluxes for leading 
emission lines in the IR Η (1.4-1.8 μτη) and Κ (2.0-2.5 μτη) bands of 17 southern galactic 
WC stars. 

In the vacuum ultraviolet (λλ1150-3250Α) early low resolution (δ\ ~ 35A) S2/68 
spectrophotometry with the TD1-A satellite of 9 galactic WR stars (Willis & Wilson 1978), 
has been followed by IUE low resolution (6X ~ 6Â) spectrophotometry of 15 galactic WR 
stars (Nussbaumer et al 1982), and of 9 LMC WR stars (Smith L· Willis 1983), and at 
high resolution (δλ ~ O.lA) of 14 galactic WR stars (Willis et al 1986). 

3. W R model atmosphere techniques 

The basic picture of a WR star consisting of a hot stellar 'core' surrounded by a 
dense, rapidly expanding stellar wind producing the emission line spectrum precludes the 
use of 'normal' stellar atmosphere modelling techniques. WR mass loss rates are very high, 
~ ΙΟ"5 - 10~"4 M 0 yr""1, (Abbott et al 1986, Willis 1990), and both continuum and line 
radiative transfer computations require the use of spherical, NLTE, moving atmospheric 
modelling for quantitative work - a formidable task. 

Simplifications introduced by use of the Sobolev (1960) formulation for spectral line 
transfer in a rapidly moving wind, were developed by Castor (1970), and subsequently used 
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Fig 1: Observed (full lines) He I and He II profiles in HD 96548 (WN8) compared to theoret-

ical profiles from the Kiel group models (Hamann et al 1990). The \486O and X434O profiles 

determine the H/He mass fraction as 0.10. 
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by Castor & van Blerkom (1970), and Oegerle & van Blerkom (1976) in their analyses of 
WR He lines, and Willis & Wilson (1978), and Smith & Willis (1982, 1983) who estimated 
the H, He, C and Ν abundances in several galactic and LMC WR stars. These studies 
employed the simplified Escape Probability Method (EPM) for handling line transfer, 
using a simple 'core-halo' approach, in which the emission line region is specified by a 
single, 'representative', radius (R p , velocity = v p ) surrounding a stellar core of temperature 
T«,, and radius R«. Multi-level H, He, C and Ν ions are used with appropriate b-b and 
b-f populating and de-populating mechanisms to compute individual transition source 
functions and line strengths for grids of electron density, N e , electron temperature, T e , 
and ionic species density, N r

+ , at R p , and compared with observed line strengths in 
appropriate ions to fix ionic densities and relative abundances. 

More recently, these 'one-point' models have been greatly enhanced by the develop-
ment of simultaneous solutions of the equations of statistical equilibrium, and line and 
continuum transfer throughout the stellar winds, by workers at JILA (Hillier 1987 a,b), 
and, independently, at Kiel (Hamann & Schmutz 1987, Hamann, Wessolowski, & Schmutz 
1988, and Schmutz, Hamann & Wessolowski 1989). Reviews of these new models have 
been given by Hillier (1990 a,b). They assume: (i) spherical geometry, (ii) a monotonie 
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velocity law, v(r) = V o o ( l - r c / r ) ^ , with ß=l usually adopted; (iii) time-independence, with 
continuity giving M = 47rr 2p(r)v(r); and (iv) homogeneity. Individual models are charac-
terised by a core effective temperature, mass loss rate, wind terminal velocity, core radius 
R # , and chemical composition. In the Kiel models the wind temperature structure is 
derived from the assumption of radiative equilibrium computed in the grey LTE approx-
imation, whilst Hillier allows for cooling by the inclusion of metal lines. The bulk of the 
effort to date in the use of these new models has been in the analysis of the observed WR 
continuum energy distributions and helium line spectra, to determine basic WR quantities 
of, M, luminosity, T e / / , R., and the H/He ratio - (see Hillier (1987 a,b) and Hamann, 
Schmutz & Wessolowski (1988) for detailed analyses of HD 50896 WN5; Hillier (1989) for 
HD 167653 WC5; and Schmutz, Hamann & Wessolowski (1989) for an analysis of the He 
spectrum of 30 WR stars). Hillier (1987b, 1989) has also derived inferences on the N, C 
and Ο abundances. It is now possible to predict and compare theoretical and observed 
line profiles for the first time. The results are very encouraging (see Fig 1) and confirm 
the basic reliability of the theory employed. These new models are also able to confirm 
or refute abundances derived by earlier workers or deduced by the use of more simple or 
alternative methods of analysis (see below). 

4. A b u n d a n c e s in W N s t a r s 

4.1 The H/He ratio 

The H/He ratio is WN stars is most often determined through measurements of the 
He II Pickering decrement ( a plot of the log of the observed line intensities, IA, of the 
He II (n -4 ) series against 'η') where even-η series members coincide in wavelength with 
H-Balmer lines (n-2). If appreciable Η is present the Pickering decrement should show 
an odd-even n-bumpiness, with H/He oc Af\. Smith (1973) used this technique to in-
fer low H/He ratios for most WN stars observed in the Smith & Kuhi (1981) spectral 
atlas, whilst similar conclusions were reached by Willis & Wilson (1978) and Smith & 
Willis (1982, 1983). These analyses asserted that high-lying Pickering lines (n > 10) 
are optically thin - an assumption confirmed in the EPM calculations of Castor & van 
Blerkom (1970). This method was extended to a larger sample of galactic WN stars 
by Conti, Leep & Perry (1983, CLP) who interpreted observed Pickering decrements 
in 37 Galactic and 21 LMC WN stars to estimate H/He ratios assuming either an op-
tically thin relation: logAf\ = /o^[(N(H + ) /N(He + + ))-f l ] or an optically thick relation: 
logAfx =2/3/o0[(N(H+/N(He + + ) )+l ] . Their results are shown graphically in Fig 2. Nearly 
all WN stars show substantially reduced H/He ratios over the solar value (~ 10): WN7 
and WN8 stars exhibit the largest values spanning ~ 0.4 - 10.0, whilst WNE stars show 
little evidence for any H, although a few WNE stars may have H/He values as high as 3. In 
general, at a given subclass, the stars with the strongest emission line spectra have no de-
tectable hydrogen (NB. most of the data from CLP plotted in Fig 2, with log (H/He) < 0.0 
are upper limits) 

Vreux et al (1989) have used near-Iß measurements of the He II lines and corre-
sponding Η-Paschen series to derive H + / H e + + ratios in 6 galactic WN and 2 LMC WN 
stars, and these results are also shown in Fig 2. In all cases excellent agreement was found 
with the optically-thin results from CLP. 

Bhattia L· Underhill (1986) questioned the reliability of the H/He ratios deduced 
from Pickering decrement analyses, suggesting that insufficient account was being taken 
of NLTE effects in the complex model atoms required for detailed transfer calculations, 
as well as possible line-blending effects. They argue that the wind electron temperatures 
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Fig 2: H/He ratios (by number) determined for galactic and LMC WN stars from observed 

Pickering decrements (CLP), IR spectra (Vreux et al 1989) and fine line profile analyses 

(Hamann et al 1990). 
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are > 10 5K unless it is assumed that H/He is much less than unity. However, Crowther, 
Smith & Willis (1990), who use the same complex Η and He model atoms in their EPM 
analysis as employed by Bhatia & Underhill (1986), are unable to reproduce the latter's 
results - rather they confirm that the observed Pickering decrements for WN stars imply 
H/He ratios substantially lower than solar, over a very wide range of assumed values of 
N e , T e , R», Τ Φ in the winds. 

Finally, Hamann et al. (1990) have used the new Kiel models (noted above) to 
examine the H/He ratios in 4 WN stars from a fine-analysis of the optical He II line 
profiles. For individual stars, the stellar parameters of R«, Τ*, Μ, and v«?, are fixed by 
line profile fits to unblended He II lines, and by fitting the He II+H I blends the H/He 
ratio is determined to an accuracy of about 5% (see Fig 1). Their results are shown in Fig 
2 and also show good agreement with the determinations from CLP. 

4.2 CNO abundances 

Willis & Wilson (1978) used the EPM applied to S2/68 ultraviolet spectrophotome-
try of emission lines in C III] A1909, C III Λ2296, C IV Λ1550, and isoelectronic transitions 
of N IVJA1486, Ν IV Ä1718 and NVÀ1240 to estimate the C/N ratios in 9 galactic WR 
stars, and this work was superceded by Smith & Willis (1982, 1983) who analysed the 
same lines in superior IUE UV spectra of 10 galactic and 9 LMC WR stars. The de-
rived C/N ratios were considered accurate to a factor of two or so, since isoelectronic 
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transitions were compared from low-lying levels in the dominant ionisation stages of these 
species, with uncertainties arising from the use of the single-point modelling effectively 
'cancelling out'. The resulting C/N ratios derived by Smith & Willis (1983) are repro-
duced in Fig 3, and show: (i) similar values between galactic and LMC WN counterparts, 
(ii) C/N - 2 X 10" 2 - 6 x l 0 " 2 for WNE stars, and ~ 6 x l 0 " 3 - 4 x l 0 ~ 2 for WNL stars, 
(iii) values considerably smaller than the solar C/N ratio ~ 3, (iv) similarity to the equi-
librium CNO nuclear burning value of ~ 2 x l 0 ~ 2 (eg. Maeder 1983, Maeder L· Meynet 
1987, Prantzos et al. 1986). The deduced C/He and N/He ratio implied a combination of 
C-depletion and N-enhancement, but the N/He values deduced were a factor of ~ 7 lower 
than predicted in the evolutionary models. Smith & Willis (1983) argued that this differ-
ence was probably not significant given the crudeness of the modelling, and the different 
line formation processes operating in producing the C-N and He lines studied. 

Nugis (1982, including references to his earlier work) has analysed the optical spectra 
published by Smith & Kuhi (1981) of 5 WN stars to derive N/He ~ 0.002 - 0.02 by 
number, spanning the theoretical CiVO-equilibrium value of ~ 4xl0"" 3. 

For HD 50896 (WN5), Hillier (1987a,b) carried out a very detailed NLTE model 
atmosphere analysis to determine the stellar parameters Μ, T e / / and R*. Subsequently 
Hillier (1988) used these results to model observed optical and ï /VHe, C, Ν and Ο lines 
to determine their abundances. His values gave: C/N = 0.07 - very close to the result 
reported by Smith & Willis (1982) - N/He ~ 10" 4 - 4 x l 0 - 3 , with the upper value being 
consistent with CATO-burning expectations. Hamann (1990) reports the first results from 
N-line analyses using the Kiel models, and for WN stars finds X(N) m a ** = 0.015, in 
good agreement with previous determinations above. Although few suitable O-lines were 
available for study, Hillier (1988) found an upper limit of O/N < 3 for HD 50896, of limited 
use in constraining theory which predicts a value of ~ 0.04. 

On balance the H, He, C & Ν abundances currently derived from l/Y-optical spectra 
of WN stars are broadly consistent with theoretical CiNTO-burning equilibrium values - with 
these interior processed products being exposed to observation via previous atmospheric 
stripping by extensive mass loss. 

5 . A b u n d a n c e s in W N - C s t a r s 

Three galactic stars in the van der Hucht et al. (1981) catalogue are classified as 
having both WN and WC optical spectral characteristics, and Conti & Massey (1989) 
have suggested 6-7 galactic WN-C candidates and 2 in the LMC on the basis of anomalous 
C IV λ5800/Ηβ II Λ4686 line strengths in their survey of 'WN' spectra. To date only the 
brightest of these objects, HD 62910 (WN6-C4) has been subjected to a detailed analysis. 
Willis & Stickland (1990) have used the one-point EPM method to analyse its optical and 
IUE ï/VHe, C and Ν spectrum, yielding the following mass abundance estimates: C/He ~ 
2 x l 0 ~ 3 ; N/He ~ l x l O " 2 ; C/N ~ 0.3 and H/He=0.0. These values are intermediate 
between those determined, using similar techniques, for WNE and WC stars (see below), 
and it is concluded that HD 62910 is a single WR star on its way from a WN6 stage to 
a WCE phase. Conti & Massey (1989) suggest that, like HD 62910, most WN-C stars 
in their sample are single objects, and it is highly plausible that they all represent such 
intermediately evolved stars. In that case, available statistics would suggest a lifetime 
ratio twN-c/twR ~ 4% - considerably longer than predicted in the evolutionary models 
of Maeder L· Meynet (1987), although Langer's (1990) models do predict a significant 
WN-C phase. 
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Fig 3: C/N ratios (by mass) in WN stars derived from EPM analyses by Smith & Willis (1982, 

1983) 

Fig 4: The C/He ratio (by number) derived by Smith & Hummer (1988) for WC stars based on 

infrared H,K spectroscopy. 
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6. A b u n d a n c e s in W C s t a r s 

6.1 The H/He ratio 

A H/He ratio = 0 is generally adopted for WC stars based on the fact that no 
unambiguous identification of hydrogen lines have been made in their optical or IR spectra. 
Severe blending of optical He II lines with neighbouring C and Ο transitions precludes 
the use of the He II Pickering decrement, with Nugis (1975) setting an upper limit of 
H/He < 0.1. Willis (1982b) found no evidence in IUE WC spectra for Ρ Cyg absorption 
in Η Lyman-α supporting an effective zero Η-abundance. Stellar evolution theory, in which 
WC stars are further evolved from WN stars (eg. Maeder 1983), predicts H/He=0.0, and 
at this time it is probably safe to assume that WC stars are devoid of hydrogen. 

6.2 CNO abundances 

Smith & Willis (1982, 1983) used the EPM model to analyse the IUE UV spectra 
of 4 galactic and 3 LMC WC stars using the C ΙΙΙ]λ1909, C III λ2296, C IV Λ1550, 
He II Λ1640 and He II (n-3) Fowler series, to derive C/He ~ 0.003 - 0.01, considerably 
lower than predicted for He-burning products in the evolutionary models (Maeder 1983), 
viz ~ 0.1-0.7. Analyses of optical C and He lines in WC spectra by Nugis (1982b) gave 
values of C/He ~ 0.1-0.2, more in line with evolutionary expectations, whilst Torres (1988) 
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found values of C/He ~ 0.1-0.8 from a simple recombination treatment of optical C and 
He emission lines . 

Smith & Hummer (1988) have analysed the near-If? H and Κ spectra of 17 southern 
WC stars using recombination theory with allowance for collisional redistribution for ob-
served transitions in He I, He II and C IV. Observed lines in C III and C II (for which 
such atomic calculations were not available) had to be treated with LTE, with subsequent 
assessments of the maximum NLTE effects expected, providing upper estimates to the 
C/He ratio. They found C/He ~ 0.04 - 0.3 by number (with C 11,111 in LTE) rising to 
C/He~ 0.1-0.7 when NLTE effects were considered. The C/He ratio was found to decrease 
from WC4 to WC7 (see Fig 4). 

Hillier (1989) has employed his detailed model atmosphere codes to study the UV 
and optical spectrum of HD 165763 (WC5), finding a value of C/He ~ 0.5. He shows con-
vincingly that the reason for past discrepancies between the above UV and optical results 
lies in the omission in the UV treatment of dielectronic recombination in the formation 
of lines like C ΙΙΙΛ2296, and consequent overestimates of the wind electron temperature. 
Hamann (1990) using the new Kiel models to analyse WC spectra derives X(C)m<m = 0.5. 
Hillier (1989) also sets a rough upper limit to O/C < 0.2 in HD 165765 using the optically 
thin transition ΟΙΙΙλ3625 formed by recombination. This value is somewhat lower than 
predicted in the models of Maeder (1983). 

To my knowledge there is currently no unambiguous identification of nitrogen in 
WC spectra (weak optical Ν emissions have been reported from time to time, eg. Bappu 
(1973) but never substantiated; whilst past identifications of N IV]1486, N IVA1718 in 
S2/68 spectra (Willis & Wilson 1978) have been negated by better quality IUE spectra 
(Willis 1980, Smith & Willis 1982, 1983). Setting lower limits of W A < lA on the UV 
Ν IV lines, Smith & Willis (1982, 1983) deduced a lower limit of C/N > 60 for WC stars 
(see Fig 3). Evolutionary models predict a very low N-abundance in WC stars, ie. N/He < 
10~ 7 (Prantzos et al.. 1986, Maeder 1983) consistent with the lack of observable nitrogen. 

6.3 Neon abundance 

Van der Hucht & Olnon (1985) observed the [Ne ΙΙ]λ12.8μ™ and [Ne ΙΙΙ]λ15.5μ?η 
emission features in the IRAS low resolution spectrum of 7 Velorum (WC8+09I) and 
deduced a ratio Ne/He = 0.009 using simple recombination theory - a value ~ X 10 solar 
and close to that predicted in evolutionary theory for He-burning products (Maeder 1983), 
in which substantial N e 2 2 is produced. 

However, Barlow, Roche L· Aitken (1988) secured superior resolution (R = 330) IR 
spectra of 7 Velorum, resolving the [Ne Π]12.8μτη line and rederived the neon abundance 
using improved analysis techniques. Their result gave Ne/He = l.OxlO"3, only ~ x2 
solar, is to be preferred over the previous estimate and suggests that substantial N e 2 2 is 
not present in WC stars, a result which presents a serious challenge to chemical evolution 
models. 

7. A b u n d a n c e s in W O s t a r s 

Following the identification by Sanduleak (1971) of 5 stars with very strong Ο VIΛ3811 
emission but not apparently associated with planetary nebulae, Barlow & Hummer (1982) 
secured optical and IUE spectra of these objects, confirmed their high ionisation state and, 
for Sand 1, 2, 4 and 5 proposed a designation as Pop I WO-type stars. For Sand 3 (which 
they considered a remnant star of a PN with the nebulae no longer visible) the observed 
He, C and Ο emission line spectrum compared with Case Β recombination theory, yielded 
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the following mass abundances: H:He:C:0 = 0:38:54:8, implying substantial enhancement 
of Ο through α-particle capture on C, in addition to triple-α processing of He to C. The 
IUE spectrum of Sand 3 was noted to also have strong Ne V (and possibly Ne VI, and Ne 
VII) consistent with α-particle capture on O. 

Very recently, Kingsburgh & Barlow (1990) have determined the properties of the 
Pop I WO stars Sand 1, 2, 4 and 5, and derived the C 4 + / H e 2 + and 0 6 + / H e 2 + ra-
tios using the recombination technique of Barlow & Hummer (1982). Their results for 
C 4 + / H e 2 + :: 0 6 + / H e 2 + lie in the range 0.20::0.03 (Sand 5, W02) , through 0.38::0.03 
(Sand 2, W04) , 0.51::0.08 (Sand 1, W04-f 07) to 0.66::0.10 (Sand 4, WOl) , and point 
very clearly to WO stars being further evolved from WC stars, with both triple-α process-
ing and α-capture products being observed. 

8 . I n f e r e n c e s from W R r i n g n e b u l a e 

A substantial number of WR stars (particularly WN) are surrounded by ring neb-
ulae of different morphological types (see Chu et al 1983). Recent high signal-to-noise, 
spatially resolved and extended wavelength coverage optical spectra of many of these neb-
ulae, coupled to the use of improved central star photoionising model atmospheres (e.g. 
Hamann & Schmutz 1987, Wessolowski et al 1988), have led to accurate determina-
tions of nebulae H, He, Ν and Ο abundances, revealing important information on the 
extent of chemical enrichment from material expelled from the central WR star. Rosa & 
Mathis (1990) have studied 5 ring nebulae finding He and Ν enrichments by factors of 
up to 3 and 10 respectively. Vilchez & Esteban (1990) in their study of 8 ring nebulae 
find they can separate O/H-normal and O/H-poor objects, where for the latter there is a 
clear correlation of increasing N/O with O-deficiency, with all such objects exhibiting He-
enhancements with Y > 0.35. Their result implies a N/H overabundance of at least 0.8 dex 
for the O-poor nebulae. Vilchez & Esteban (1990) conclude that their results point very 
clearly to processed material from the central WR star being present in many of the ring 
nebulae. They compare quantitatively, the observed nebulae mass fractions of N/O and Y 
with the predictions of enrichments from stellar evolution models incorporating mass loss 
from the M-S up to the WN phase (e.g. Maeder 1990), showing that the observed Ν and 
He enhancements broadly agree with the model predictions. These results are providing 
beautiful, independent confirmation that nuclear processed material is indeed exposed to 
observation during the evolution of massive stars up to and including the WR phase. 

9 . A b u n d a n c e s in L u m i n o u s B l u e V a r i a b l e S t a r s 

Some of the most luminous stars in the Galaxy, MCs and M33 are located in the HR 
diagram close to the Humphreys-Davidson (1979) limit where the onset of an instability 
precludes further redward evolution, initiates significant variability and the ejection of 
substantial atmospheric material. Examples are Ρ Cygni, AG Carinae, Eta Carinae, the 
Hubble Sandage variables and S Doradus. The physics of Luminous Blue Variable stars 
has recently been the subject of IAU Colloquium No. 113 (Davidson, Moffat & Lamers, 
eds., 1989) and it considered that they may well represent an immediate precursor stage 
to the WN phase. Evidence for abundance anomalies (viz He and Ν enhancements, and/or 
C,0 depletions) comes from both qualitative assessments of their optical and UV spectra 
(see Walborn 1988), and from optical emission line studies of their surrounding nebulae 
(presumed to have been ejected at the Η-D limit ). Leitherer L· Zickgraf (1987) found 
a high [NII]/Ha ratio in the circumstellar shell of Ρ Cyg, whilst Walborn (1982) found 
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enhanced Ν and depleted Ο in the shell surrounding R127 (=HD£ 269858) in the LMC. 
An analysis of expanding knots of material in the outer shell of Eta Carinae has revealed 
He and Ν enhancements (Davidson, Walborn & Gull 1982, and Davidson et al. 1986), 
whilst Allen, Jones & Hyland (1985) have confirmed the He-overabundance through IR 
spectroscopy. Enhanced Ν has been proposed in the LMC and SMC LBVs HD 38489 
and S18 by Shore & Sanduleak (1983) and Shore, Sanduleak & Allen (1987). A detailed 
analysis of the IfV-optical-Zß spectrum of Ρ Cyg by Deacon & Barlow (1990) has yielded 
a very high ratio of He/H=0.5. 

Much attention is now being focussed on stars now classified as Ofpe/WN9 (the 
'Slash-stars', see Walborn 1982, and Bohannan 1990), which show both high excitation 
Of-lines and low-excitation Ρ Cyg features. It is becoming clear that such stars also show 
significant abundances anomalies, e.g. Schmutz et al. (1990) have carried out a detailed 
NLTE analysis of HDE 269227 (=R84) in the LMC, finding a high helium abundance of 
Y=0.63 by mass. 

10. A b u n d a n c e s in O B N s t a r s 

Many OB stars are known which show abnormally strong optical Ν lines (the OBN 
stars) compared to 'normal' OB spectra (see Walborn (1976) for a review of their spectro-
scopic properties), and recent NLTE modelling has confirmed the significant abundance 
enhancements that were inferred qualitatively before. (NB. OBC stars are now believed to 
be essentially 'unevolved' exhibiting natal atmospheric abundances - see Walborn 1988). 
Schonberner et al. (1987) have performed a differential NLTE analysis of 4 OBN and 2 
normal OB stars, finding essentially solar composition in the latter, but enhanced He (0.15 
- 0.26 by number), N-enrichment, C-depletion, but O-normal in the OBN stars. Their 
results point to incompletely CJVO-cycled material (viz products of CN equilibrium alone) 
exposed to observation by internal mixing and/or mass loss. 

Bohannan et al. (1986) carried out a detailed NLTE analysis of the optical spectrum 
of ζ Puppis (04f ), including the effects of wind-blanketing, finding an overabundance of 
He by X2 solar. Subsequently, Voels et al. (1989) have completed a parallel analysis of 4 
09.5 stars forming a luminosity sequence la, lb, II, V, and find that the most luminous 
member of the sample (a Cam, 09.51a) has enhanced He at 0.18 by number. They argue 
that He-enrichment, and probably CNO processed material, is likely to be a common 
feature of stars with Ola and Of classifications. Similarly, Kudritzki et al. (1987) found 
substantial overabundances of He and Ν in the LMC stars SK -65°21 (09.51a) and SK 
-68°41 (B0.5Ia). 

11 . C o n c l u s i o n s a n d e v o l u t i o n a r y i m p l i c a t i o n s 

The chemically evolved nature of the WR stars determined by recombination analyses 
of optical and IR lines and one-point EPM analyses is being confirmed by more recent 
full NLTE continuum and line transfer modelling. WN stars appear to exhibit products 
of nuclear CATO-burning, whilst WC and WO stars products of He-burning and alpha-
capture processes. The possible precursors of WN stars, viz Of, (possibly OBN), and 
LBVs also show evidence for CiVO-processed material. In chemical terms, a potential 
evolution scheme could be: 

Ο — Of—• LBV —+ Of/WN — WN(L,E) —• WC —• WO 

For an individual initial mass Ο star, not all elements of this sequence may be reached. 
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The exposition of interior nuclear-processed material is via extensive mass loss (prior to 
and at the WR stages), possibly assisted in the case of binary systems by mass transfer. 
WR abundances (converted to mass fractions) derived from spectral analyses are compared 
below with predictions of single star evolution models from Maeder & Meynet (1987). 

T h e o r y (Maeder & Meyne t 1987) Observed va lues 

W N : 
C / H e = (1.8-3.9) xl0~ 4 

N / H e = (1.3-1.7)xl0-2 

C / N = (l.l-2.9)xl0-2 

C / O = 0.25 - 1.3 

WC-WO: 

C / H e =0.2-3.0 

O / C = 0.3 - 2.0 

N e / H e = 0.03 - 0.17 

agreement 

2.1 xlO- 5 -8.4X10-4 y e s 
3.5X10-4 - 1.4X10-2 y e s 
(0.6-6.0) XlO- 2 ye s 
> 0.02 

0.12 - 2.0 ye s 

< 0.3 ( W C ) - 0.2 ( W O ) y e s (?) 

0.005 (7 Vel) N o 

For WN stars the agreement between 'observations' and theory is really very good, 
given the uncertainties of ± X 2 or so in the former. It would be good to have an accurate 
WN O/He measurement. For the WC and WO stars, the C/He comparison is satisfactory, 
the observationally derived O/C value appears somewhat low (increasing overshooting may 
give better agreement - Prantzos et al. 1986), but the Ne/He ratio is a factor of ~ 10 lower 
than predicted. In §5 it was noted that the Maeder & Meynet (1987) models predict few, 
if any WN-C stars, because at the onset of He-burning Ν is very quickly destroyed through 
the process 1 4 N(a ,7 ) 1 8 F(^,i / ) 1 8 0(a ,7 ) 2 2 Ne(a ,n) 2 5 Mg and it is this chain that leads to the 
prediction of a high Ne abundance in WC stars. The low Ne-abundance found by Barlow, 
Roche & Aitken (1988) for 7 Velorum (WC8+09I), if applicable to WC stars in general, 
coupled to the probability of a significant WN-C phase, might suggest that something is 
wrong with the formulation of this latter process. Maeder (these proceedings) will provide 
an update on WR evolution models. 
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